New Deepblu Live Immerses Divers in Real-time
New features including a real-time content stream and dive certification verification
upgrade the user experience for Deepblu divers. The company is giving away free
COSMIQ⁺ Dive Computers to celebrate the launch.
TAIPEI, March 31st, 2017 – Deepblu, the fastest-growing social network for divers and ocean
enthusiasts, is introducing a brand-new Live tab, showing public posts and dive logs in real-time!
With tens of thousands of divers sharing their diving adventures on Deepblu every day, it should
come as no surprise that Live is indeed alive with exciting diving content from all over the globe.
Deepblu already offered a Following tab, where divers could choose to follow other interesting diver
profiles and build a source of inspiration on their following page.
The new Live tab, with its constant stream of fresh underwater news, will serve as a door to this diving
world and help divers follow interesting profiles and content while on a surface interval or in
preparation of a dive trip of their own.

Diver, Show Yourself Giveaway
Every diver is different, and so is every diver's profile. Underwater photographers, Marine life
enthusiasts, dive professionals and those searching underwater adventure alike have showed their
best sides with a personalized Deepblu diver profile where they showcase their underwater skills and
experiences.
The diver profile has now received a further facelift by allowing divers to upload all their certifications
and get them verified by Deepblu.
Deepblu is encouraging users to leverage these new features to stand out by giving away 10 of its
award-winning COSMIQ+ Dive Computers and purchase vouchers to the verified users who acquire
the highest number of verified followed and following connections by May 1st, 2017.
More information about the Diver, Show Yourself can be obtained from the event page.
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About the COSMIQ Dive Computer: The COSMIQ is the trendiest dive computer and the only

one in its segment to boast Blue-tooth technology to synchronize digital dive logs with the
cloud. Since its launch in April 2016, it has won many awards for its ease of use, clarity and
unique design.
About the Deepblu Platform: Deepblu is the fastest-growing social network for divers and

ocean enthusiasts. It was released in November 2016 at the DEMA show in Las Vegas and has
since brought tens of thousands of divers together at deepblu.com.
About Deepblu, Inc.: Deepblu, Inc. is the company behind the COSMIQ Dive Computer and

the Deepblu social network for divers. Deepblu, Inc. is a team of divers and technology
enthusiasts whose goal is to use technology and the power of the internet to revolutionize the
diving community and lifestyle.
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